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Lady with the big head reads poetry 
Does the lady with the big head suffer from heartburn? It is hard to say because her body is 
such a mystery. Perhaps that big head weighs down on her organs, making acid rise up her 
esophagus to burn her throat. Or perhaps because of her healthful diet of herbs, roots, plants, 
and small animals, she is safe from such refluxes. One thing we know is that the lady with the 
big head is a big admirer of poetry. We leave volumes for her in the barn because she knows 
better than to accept gifts from us directly. In the beginning when we left books out she would 
take them and not bring them back. We lost several of our favourite poets that way and are still 
uncertain where they’ve gone. There would be no way for her to keep the books from rotting 
out there with all the dampness. Without insulated walls and ongoing fires or electric baseboard 
heaters things out there won’t keep. They’ll rot and rust and be taken over by mosses, their 
original words and functions becoming unreadable. So even if she has kept them, they are still 
lost to us, and will become lost to her also. Unless of course she is able to commit them to 
memory, which is highly possible with that big head of hers that must have so much room in it 
for stories about the world. 

We have long discussions in our home about what volume to offer up next, how to pick poets 
for the lady with the big head’s attunement to the literary world. William writes out pages of his 
favourite hip-hop rhymes so that she’ll be in the know about different kinds of verse, not just 
filled up with the tender shit his mothers are into. She leaves us the spectres and voices of the 
nonhuman to learn as we leave her the weavings of those who play and build with the language 
the colonizers left us. Who knows how many misunderstandings pass between us? And 
truthfully we have no education in poetry. Only the internet and the suggestions put forth by 
the surveillance of our previous choices to offer us other things we might like based on the 
things we have chosen before. Also a pitiful section of poetry in our local library, which 
nonetheless we are grateful for. Sometimes our friends will send us things from the cities in 
which they live where human words sprawl over the landscape. Here many of those words are 
washed away or covered in brush as soon as they arrive, unable to convey the poets’ 
observations about human-scale landscapes and being. The land here eats everything. There are 
after all so many intact spirits roaming, and they are hungry for knowing. The lady with the big 
head is a little bit like a medium between us and this world. We fumble toward knowing one 
another with our gifts and intentions, undaunted by our failures to understand — thrilled by the 
revelations that come. 



Lady with the big head shares her kill 
It is unclear whether or not the lady with the big head has children. Many creatures follow her 
around and participate in her doings. Two ravens perch in a poplar to watch her handiwork as 
she cuts across the grouse’s neck and holds its feet to rip the skin off. She keeps the breasts and 
feathers and tosses the rest of it to the ravens. She’s not greedy, makes sure to share what she is 
gifted from the world. 

After ripping as much flesh as they can get, the ravens get wind of another kill, take off in the 
direction of death. The lady with the big head continues wandering, tomorrow she plans to 
spend all day at the river reading rocks, testing the words of lichen with her practised tongue. 

Lady with the big head’s sexuality 
The lady with the big head was not human before she became a partway ghost, which is why I 
chide Alma, calling her “my prudish wife,” when she is disgusted by the lady with the big head’s 
sexuality. This morning after licking dew from cabbage fronds, the lady with the big head 
fornicated with a giant raven in the yard, making us think maybe she consorts with gods. Her 
screams had us rushing outside, thinking the cat had been attacked by coyotes. William got out 
his smart phone, trying to make a video, but luckily we were on him before he could make it to 
the cell booster for a signal. We confiscated the phone and erased any traces of an encounter 
that was never meant to be made into media, then had a good talk about respecting people’s 
boundaries. He argued that the lady with the big head and the raven were not really people and 
if they were they should be a little more discreet about where they decided to fuck. 

We reminded William that despite legal title, we’re encroaching on territory that has boundaries 
chronicled in stories that have never been told to us, and maybe the lady with the big head is 
part of that world. Or maybe she isn’t. There is so much we cannot know because of the 
knowledge we have been born into, passed down through the direct or banal violence of our 
immigrant ancestors. It may be that she has been here so very long, as ancient as the land. Or 
perhaps she came with us or with some other settlers from another part of the world, got 
marooned here, and goes on living even though the humans that once knew her are gone or 
dead and their children do not remember. We do not know how to ask, or who to ask, and the 
lady with the big head is not telling. But William is fourteen and immersed in dominant cultural 
values (despite our best efforts) so he doesn’t get these discrepancies. He’s all over what’s mine 
and not mine, thinking you can really own things, that legal possession gives you alienable 
rights that exclude other truths from the land. 

Alma isn’t sure how the lady with the big head’s sexual life will affect William’s burgeoning 
sexuality. This morning it was the raven and last week we saw her sensually stroking a vixen’s 
back, the purr from her throat unmistakable. Alma’s been keeping William inside lately because 
of the birchbark etchings that have been popping up on the trails. The kind of images that make 
me shiver down there, making me so uncomfortably aroused that shame clamps me down 



before the pleasure can spread any further. The lady with the big head depicts the erotic life of 
forest creatures in ways that enliven our human erogenous zones. We find ourselves arguing in 
bed about whether she is being vulgar or artful out there in the forest all around. 

Lady with the big head’s perspective on identity 
The lady with the big head does not really care about technologies of identity construction and 
the limited dialects of culture inherent in dominant practices of person-making. Meaning comes 
to her through languages of texture and heeding. Quick-sight-and-categorize is not the primary 
way she has learned to become among others like or unlike her. Therefore she categorizes 
differently. 

There are so many ways of likeness. 

The lady with the big head interrelates intimately with many beings and because of this the plain 
sufferings of humans fall in line with the plain sufferings of salmon, hummingbird, lichen, 
salamander, and snail. 

Watching her out there limping I can see that the lady with the big head has become very angry 
that the plain sufferings of salmon have become so much less plain through the grasping 
patriarchy of capital and conquest, as we go on taking and taking and taking from this world in 
the drive to constantly remake ourselves. 

The lady with the big head is listening for silenced voices. Sometimes I wish she would start 
yelling in a big ghost voice that causes terrible reverberations to frighten away surveyors who fly 
around in helicopters trying to decide how to pipe bitumen and gas under the land to put in big 
leaky ships across oceans so that more cheap plastic goods can be manufactured to accumulate 
dangerously in the world. That her voice had the power to change this. 

But maybe that’s just me, inventing motivations and capabilities for her. Maybe in my looking I 
am like others like me — an accident or designed outcome of the generations that came before. 
Left here with garbled stories because each generation tries to efface or correct the stories of 
the last in our attempts to settle ourselves. The stories that bind us to place transformed with 
each displacement. Solid as we claim ourselves to be, we are deeply unsure what to do with the 
buried stories that froth forth into our fields of perception. Stories that link us uncomfortably to 
the violent displacements that have made this home. We writhe with our inability to make 
meaning as the lady with the big head voyages along the dendritic trails of her manifold 
histories. 

Lady with the big head intuits ice 
The lady with the big head intuits ice as a long pause in the body of the world. She knows it’s 
not really like that because ice is dynamic, changing itself constantly as the world around it 
fluctuates, loosening its bonds and flowing away or tightening toward itself and heaving into 
space. Marching to cover landmasses and bust open rock. Not really a self at all, able to exist as 



water or vapour. Becoming forceful and epic, becoming vastness, becoming the body of the 
world, breaking the body of the world into infinitesimal fragments which it devours or gestates. 
Always in flux with the stuff that makes land. 

The lady with the big head tries to parse out the spirit bits. The enlivened elements. She sticks 
her hand into ice and has to pull back because it’s just so cold! She sticks her hand into water 
and animalcules cling to her, blotching her skin, nibbling her cells. The water is so inviting she 
plops herself in, grateful for a big head that floats like a buoy. Her limbs fall below, but her 
breathing hole must be kept out or water will clog her and push out her spirit, turning her body 
to fodder. She cannot live in water, cannot live without water. So unlike salamander, who doesn’t 
need to keep constant temperature, and like salamander, too — rhythmically heaved by breath. 
She reaps the benefits of pulse. But because she is only somewhat alive she can pause herself 
like ice for eons, fragmented, covering up the cities we made that we thought would last forever, 
turning them into questions for future creatures that come after the ice. 

Lady with the big head tells me to shut the fuck up 
I think I hear the lady with the big head whispering. Maybe she is telling me to shut the fuck up? 
Not for just one hot second, or three timed minutes registered in my meditation app and 
logged online to be compared with others like me who have become so aware of their 
mindfulness? Maybe she just keeps saying shhh, shhhh, shhhh, like we used to whisper to 
William when he was a baby and crying all the time, needing to be soothed by his mothers’ 
warm soft breaths? Maybe she is saying that it is so hard to hear when we are always stating 
things, crashing about the multi-voiced world with our so-loud authoritative claims and 
combustion-engine machinery? 

then it goes that you get real quiet for a real long time, no one knows 

how long, and there are a lot of things you hear, and then 

maybe after a long time there is a sound that moves you. 

 

not like moving in your limbs to get things done, but another kind of moving, 

--- one that comes from inside the body, real deep in there. 

 

maybe a little bit close inside between the lungs and heart 

where there is all that breathing and blood pumping, 

and there you get moved, still real quiet 

because you’re trying not to make it about 

your words and your knowing, 



make place for another kind of being, 

like moving with instead of moving about. 

 

you’re out there in her garden and she’s making a hole with her fingers in the soil. 

     you’ve got to respect her veil but it’s hard not to want so much to peek inside. 

          you tease apart the root bulb, hand her one piece 

then another. she is asking you only to break up the bulb 

     and hand her the parts one by one. 

     she is not moving away from you 

as long as you break up the bulb 

     and hand her the parts one by one. 

(without pressing your narratives in, 

     assuming you might know 

          how to know her world.) 


